
English 12: College Writing and Literature 2017 
Summer Reading Assignment  

 
Book Options: 
 
We Are Americans: Undocumented Students 
Pursuing the American Dream, William Perez��
 
Fast Food Nation: The Dark Side of the All-
American Meal, Eric Schlosser 

David and Goliath: Underdogs, Misfits, and the Art 
of Battling Giants, Malcolm Gladwell 
 
Freakonomics: A Rogue Economist Explores the 
Hidden Side of Everything, Steven Levitt and 
Stephen Dunbar 

Directions: 

Step 1: Choose two non-fiction works from the list above to read this summer. 

Step 2: Read and annotate each text! Don’t be afraid; a marked-up book is a loved book. SLOW DOWN and 
THINK ABOUT your reading so you actually “get it”. Underline/Highlight/Bracket important parts. Write 
notes in the margin or at the top/bottom of a page. This will be useful for when you complete your project. In 
addition, it will help with additional writing that will be assigned in the beginning of the year.  
 
Step 3: Complete one of the following projects for each text (two books, one project per book). Be sure to 
carefully read the directions for your chosen projects and follow them explicitly. Your projects will be graded 
according to the attached rubric. These projects are due Tuesday, September 5th, so remember to bring your 
completed projects to class on the first day of school.  

Project Information: 

Mandatory for one of the two texts: 

Journal: Keep a journal for each chapter of your reading. Explain your thoughts, predictions, questions and 
analysis as you read. Let us into YOUR brain as you read. Do not just have summarize – prove you are 
THINKING! 100 words per entry. 

Choose one of the following options for the second text.  

1.  Radio Show: Create a radio show (podcast/recording) where a host interviews the figures from the book and 
discusses their part in the progression of the book. You can be a radio show host talking about the book with the 
author. Perhaps you bring in guest speakers. Be creative! 10-minute recording.  

2.  Infomercial Video: Use persuasion of some sort and tie it into your chosen book. Please provide a 1 page 
written reflection on the content and the connection to the text. Please analyze persuasive techniques used to 
influence the audience. Be creative! 10-minute video. 

3.  Documentary: Make a documentary that is connected to your chosen book.  Be creative! 10-minute video. 

4.  Criticism: First, write a letter to the author and explain your rating of the book. What did you think about the 
reading? In addition, write questions that you wish to be answered. Explain why you are asking them. Secondly, 
write a 500-word newspaper-style editorial (think New York Times) in which you take a clearly stated position 
on the book’s topic, and support your position with credible facts, reasons, and examples. 

 



English	12	Summer	Reading	Rubric	

	
	

 

Category	 5	
(excellent;	100)	

4	
(very	good;	93)	

3	
(good;	87)	

2	
(fair;	80)	

1	
(poor;	73)	

Adherence	to	
requirements:		Did	you	
follow	the	
instructions?		Did	you	
include	all	required	
parts?	

	 	 	 	 	

Grammar	and	
Mechanics:		Were	
there	a	minimum	of	
grammatical	and	
mechanical	errors?		
Were	the	spelling	and	
typing	sound?	

	 	 	 	 	

Structure:		Was	the	
overall	project	laid	out	
clearly?		Was	there	
clear	structure	within	
each	section?	

	 	 	 	 	

Content:		Was	the	
information	thorough	
and	detailed,	with	the	
use	of	many	specific	
examples?	

	 	 	 	 	

Creativity:		Did	you	
attempt	to	meet	the	
spirit,	as	well	as	the	
letter,	of	the	
assignment?		Was	the	
challenge	creative?		
Was	your	written	work	
likewise	interesting?	

	 	 	 	 	

Thoughtfulness:		Did	
you	put	obvious	
thought	into	this	
assignment,	from	
conceiving	of	the	initial	
idea	through	executing	
all	parts	of	it?	

	 	 	 	 	

Care:		Does	each	part	
of	the	assignment,	
from	conception	
through	execution	and	
finally	the	project	
report	itself	show	that	
you	really	cared	about	
the	outcome	and	took	
time	and	effort	to	
present	a	great	
experiment?	

	 	 	 	 	


